**ARBOR PACKAGES**

**“YOUR LAPIRARY GENERAL STORE”**

**MLS “KNAPPER”**
A Grinding / Sanding Arbor SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED for FLAKE OVER GRINDING Flint Knapping

**INCLUDES:**
- 1 - ¼” diameter shaft Stainless Steel arbor with 1/3 H.P., Motor, 115 VAC
- 1 - 6” X 1 1/2” 80 Mesh metal bonded Diamond “HOG” wheel
- 1 - 6” X 1 1/2” 220 Mesh metal bonded Diamond “CLEAN-UP” Wheel
- 1 – 2 1/2” X 6” Expandable Sanding Drum
- 3 – Each of 100, 200, 400 and 800 Mesh 2 1/2” X 18 15/16” Silicon Carbide water proof cloth Sanding Belts
- 1 - 6” Felt Polishing Disc with 1/2 Lb. of #61 Rapid Polish
- 1 – Overhead Watering Drip system
- 1 – Safety Glasses and Super Sponge
- 1 - Set of Safety Goggles, Belt Safety Guard, Flanges, Shaft Spacers

**OPTION #1:** Equipped with LANCER Diamond Wheels
Price of Items if Purchased Separately is: $1,167.90
MLS Part #: 291010  Price: $1,051.10

**OPTION #2:** Upgrade the “KNAPPER” with replacement of the 60 Mesh PLATED “HOG” wheel with a 60/80 Mesh SINTERED DIAMOND WHEEL (This wheel will give you +2X the life of the plated wheel and cuts at the same FAST speed all of its life):

MLS Part #: 291020  Price: $1,123.10

**MLS “BIG KNAPPER”**
A Grinding / Sanding Arbor SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED for FLAKE OVER GRINDING Flint Knapping

**INCLUDES:**
- 1 - ¼” diameter shaft Stainless Steel arbor with 1/3 H.P., Motor, 115 VAC
- 1 - 8” X 1 1/2” 80 Mesh metal bonded Diamond “HOG” wheel
- 1 - 8” X 1 1/2” 220 Mesh metal bonded Diamond “CLEAN-UP” Wheel
- 1 – 3” X 8” Expandable Sanding Drum
- 3 – Each of 100, 200, 400 and 800 Mesh 3” X 25 7/32” Silicon Carbide water proof cloth Sanding Belts
- 1 - 8” Felt Polishing Disc with 1/2 Lb. of #61 Rapid Polish
- 1 – Overhead Watering Drip system
- 1 – Safety Glasses and Super Sponge
- 1 - Set of Safety Goggles, Belt Safety Guard, Flanges, Shaft Spacers

**OPTION #1:** Equipped with LANCER Diamond Wheels
Price of Items if Purchased Separately is: $1287.20
MLS Part #: 291030  Price: $1,158.50

**OPTION #2:** Upgrade the “KNAPPER” with replacement of the 60 Mesh PLATED “HOG” wheel with a 60/80 Mesh SINTERED DIAMOND WHEEL (This wheel will give you +2X the life of the plated wheel and cuts at the same FAST speed all of its life):

MLS Part #: 291040  Price: $1,250.75

---

The **CABKING 6”** by Reentel International All Diamond Grinding/Sanding/Polishing Arbor

1 - 1/4 Hp., 1,800 RPM, 115 VAC, Motorized Direct Drive Arbor with clean water pump system
1 - 6” X 1 1/2” 80 and 220 Mesh metal bonded Diamond Wheels
1 - 6” X 1 1/2” 280, 600, 1,200 and 3,000 Mesh resin bonded Diamond Wheels
1 - Polish accessory kit including canvas disc, diamond paste, goggles and apron
1 - 6” 360 Mesh electroplated full face diamond lap
1 - 18” Flex Stem L.E.D. Lamp

Some of the features of the CABKING 6”:
- Removable plastic pans and removable aluminum hoods
- Water drainage system to eliminate constant emptying of pans
- Adjustable fresh water drip system independently adjustable for each wheel
- Footprint 27” L X 13” W, 1 Box 56 Lb. shipping weight

MLS Part #: 220000  Price: $1,399.00